and inspirational purposes. They would disseminate the information on Merriam's library shelves, acquaint like-minded individuals and organizations with each other and each other's work, and stimulate thinking about what the city might be. Their primary instrumentality was the conference. The three conferences they held by the end of January 1935 were "general"-that is, located downtown and intended for citywide audiences. The first, on 5-6 March 1934, covered local government, education, taxation, big business, gangsters and rackets, and the city's food supply. Holt and Merriam supplied panoramic addresses on "Who We Are and Why" and "The Need of a Philosophy and Social Statesmanship for This City." Subsequent programs on 23 April 1934 and 7 January 1935 focused on politics. These meetings drew 92, 95, and 116 attendees, respectively. Conference invitations went to "citizens" thought to be sympathetic to the aims of the cause; there seems to have been no systematic attempt to get the attention of city officials or of leaders of business, labor, professional, or political organizations. In fact, except for S. J. Duncan-Clark of the Chicago Daily News, a participant in Re-Thinking Chicago affairs, the planners chose not to admit the press or to seek publicity for the first conference.6
There were four more "general" conferences after January 1935,7 but then the emphasis actually shifted, following an address by Walter J. Millard of the National Municipal League on the importance of local communities, to neighborhood meetings. This change reflected the planners' own belief in decentralization and face-to-face relationships; it also seemed tactically wise to marshall support for a civic awakening at the grass roots, rather than relying entirely on meetings in the Loop. No fewer than six "local" meetings occurred in 1935: at the Englewood Baptist Church, the New England Congregational Church on the Lower North Side, the United Church of Hyde Park, and in Austin, Morgan Park, and Woodlawn. Attendance at some of these meetings exceeded that at the downtown meetings, reaching about 250 in Hyde Park and 325 in Englewood. There were minor disappointments-for example, the programs in Englewood and on the Lower North Side were too much identified with the churches in which they were held-but the educational quality was high, and the organizers believed benefited from Rockefeller money and both incorporated contemporary social-scientific research techniques. Except for possible copying of the name, however, the parallels seem accidental. 6. Greene, "Re-Thinking Chicago," pp. 6-8, 11, 13-14, 16-17; "Citizens Look at Chicago Linked with the conferences was the preparation of literature. Holt was the pivotal figure in Re-Thinking Chicago for several reasons: his influence among Congregationalists and within the Chicago Church Federation; his ability to tap his seminary's resources for research and other projects; his relationships with the Divinity School and the social-science departments of the university; and his pioneering record in religious field work.9 Consequently, the movement's literature emanated-as did much of the conference planning-from his department at Chicago Theological Seminary. Before the first conference he enlisted five students, the most important of whom was Shirley E. Green, to prepare materials for advance distribution. This arrangement gave Re-Thinking Chicago its "staff." Supervised by Holt and his colleague Samuel C. Kincheloe, a man notable in his own right for social research, the students wrote summaries of sixteen books on Chicago. Mostly monographs produced by the "Chicago School" of urban sociologists, they represented, of course, the studies to which Merriam had referred in that initial conversation.10 Holt and Kincheloe also prepared "Readings on the City of God," a survey of the idea of the "holy community" from the Hebrew prophets through Christian writings to humanistic utopias and other modern expressions.11 For the conferees, these two hefty documents were a source book, partly informational (the contemporary studies) and partly inspirational (the visionary excerpts). For their part, the social scientists were also idealists, despite Shirley Greene's compartmentalization. As given as they were to quantification and description, they brought the values of their small-town, Protestant childhoods to their urban investigations, and they saw their work as aiding reform and uplift.'9 Merriam's biographer, Barry Karl, has written that these scholars were trying "to communicate to the newer, urban generation they were training some of the essentials of their own sense of 'soul.' " Chicago supported their "small-community orientation" by providing examples of both evils to reform and successful attempts at reform. The evils may have seemed greater than the victories, he observes, "but they shared a quality of idealism more characteristic of the middle American town of the early Chicago suffered, the scientists and idealists agreed, from a lack of loyalty to the whole. Though they used different words, their basic terms of reference were remarkably similar. In the small community, loyalty to the whole had been easy. Face-to-face relationships supplied, in Holt's words, both "neighborly control" and " the social imagination by which a man puts himself in the other man's place." In contrast, the city was a collection of self-centered units or groups with no common purpose; as Merriam had put it, it had no "soul." Holt spoke of a "tangled mass of old world loyalties" and a "towering pyramid of vocations" which perverted the city's functions from service to profit and kept it from fulfilling its promise.2' Echoing Holt, Greene saw as the central need an understanding of the city as a "collection of functions integrated around the principle of mutual service": "the sin of selfishness and self-seeking" must yield to an "organic social unity." Though listing needed structural reforms, a seven-point "civic creed" drafted by Holt for ReThinking Chicago affirmed this preoccupation with the ideals of service and citizenship.22 Charles Merriam's diagnosis was not much different. Asserting that "the typical difficulty is that arising from disorganization," he described "a competition among races, religions and classes for first place in the citizens' affections which push[ed] the city into a secondary position." He continued, "The city is in constant struggle with these group symbols, not to destroy them, but to make them a part of a common group, to integrate them in the life of the community, to induce men to think in terms of the common enterprise of which they are a part; to develop personalities, policies, symbols that cut across the lines of other loyalties and raise the flag of the City itself, supreme for local purposes over all others. 
3.
Defining their mission as deliberative rather than activistic, the movement's leaders hoped that Re-Thinking Chicago would lead to action, but they did not want the conferences as such to spearhead crusades against this or that evil. Though there was "some disposition" at the first conference on 5-6 March 1934 to "strike into immediate civic action," the group held back for several reasons. Shirley Greene's reconstruction of the discussion is instructive. Specific objections to an activist stance included the need for further information, a desire for greater clarity of purpose, the predominance of members of the clergy at the conference, the existence of many civic-reform agencies already in the field, and the fear that the group's fortunes might fall with those of any issue or candidates to which it attached itself. Some of these reasons were justifications for postponing a program of action, while others (such as the existence of other reformist organizations) would be permanent barriers to an activist posture. The decision was reached-and never significantly altered-to play a reflective and philosophical role in relation to the city as a totality. Re-Thinking Chicago would seek to develop a "general philosophy of the city" which would aid other, more narrowly focused groups in their work.25
The second and third conferences dealt with politics, and hence with a more manageable range of issues than the first. In each instance, the participants nearly endorsed a course of political action but drew back. Their basic conception of mission and naive set of methods explain at one level why Re-Thinking Chicago conferees kept on meeting and talking instead of settling on a focused agenda for change, political or otherwise. Various policy statements all testify to their persistence in this course. Their purpose was to provide "centers of acquaintance" where "civic-minded individuals" might discover their "corporate strength," learn the facts about conditions "which call for intelligent re-thinking and reconstruction," and be aroused to cooperative effort. Their method was that of "conference, discussion and education." They would offer no endorsement of any political platform or candidates. Re-Thinking Chicago would give intellectual and moral support to churches and other civic groups, which would have to do the rest.39
One wonders, however, whether there were deeper reasons for inaction. obvious hesitation whenever an opportunity for action appeared. They were also due to an agenda that, except for myopia on the subject of race,43 nearly covered the waterfront of urban issues. The movement's programs covered far too many topics for participants to gain either a sense of direction for action or faith that they could achieve their objectives. While the leaders preserved both the movement's reflective character and an important understanding of the interconnectedness of urban life, they did so at the expense of any practical improvements they 
